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Futanari Empire
by Lust Writer (NazoAO3)

Summary

A Queen who fights for her Kingdom is finally ready to expand, and with her youngest
daughter now of age she has everything she needs to begin her conquest. Even the barriers of
dimensions will not stop her! The only question is....how much of this Porn is gonna have
Plot?

http://archiveofourown.org/users/NazoAO3/pseuds/Lust%20Writer


Cast List Preview

Chapter Summary

Hello all! I'm Lust Writer but all my friends call me Lusty~ I'm incharge Lemons for
NazoAO3/Dracul666 and let me say now that what I write for them will be different
then what I post myself. This is just them letting me do what I want. What I want to do
is Crossover Futa Smut so prepare for match ups you probably thought you'd only see
on Rule 34 or Hentai Foundry! I have a life however(shocking I know) so for now I'll
give a sneak peak at who you'll see and what they like to do in bed.

Chapter Notes

See the end of the chapter for notes

Protagonists

Olga Discordia(Kuroinu)

Role: Queen Regnant of Northern Eostia.

Race Dark Elf.

Age: 315 

Sisters: Tia Harribel(Bleach) & Cia(Hyrule Warriors).

Wives: Morrigan Aensland & Felicia(Darkstalkers).

Daughters: Fuu(Naruto)[Eldest], Annabelle(OC)[Middle-Child], Emerald Sustrai(RWBY)
[Youngest] & Homura(Senran Kagura)[Unofficially Adopted]. 

Other Family: Asuka(Senran Kagura)[Daughter-in-Law].

Sexual Partners: Chloe(Kuroinu), Anyone she wants within her Kingdom.

Enemies: Celestine Lucross(Kuroinu)[Rival Queen & Opposite], Claudia Levantine(Kuroinu)
[Celestine's Bodyguard and Second in Command], Maia(Kuroinu)[Rebellion Leader], Artoria
Pendragon (Fate/Grand Order)[Rival Queen. Also Lancer Class due to sexier body], Zelda
Hyrule(Legend of Zelda)[Opposite & Enemy via Cia]. 

Bust Size: HH & J(When Morrigan's in Heat)

Dick Size: 10 inches(Flaccid), 15 inches(Erect) & 18 inches(When Morrigan's in Heat).

Status: Sexual Veteran.



Fetishes/Turn-ons: Submissiveness, High Stamina(Low not going to stop but High still
preferred), Begging, Dirty Talking, Throne Sex, Public Sex, Groping, Sexual Conquest,
Humiliation, Deep-Throating. 

 

Annabelle(OC)

Role: Princess & Commander of Invading Forces.

Race: Half Dark Elf & Half Catwoman.

Age: 17

Mothers: Olga Discordia(Kuroinu) & Felicia(Darkstalkers).

Sisters: Fuu(Naruto)[Eldest], Emerald Sustrai(RWBY)[Youngest] & Homura(Senran Kagura)
[Unofficially Adopted].

Other Family: Morrigan Aensland(Darkstalkers)[Step-Mother], Asuka(Senran Kagura)
[Sister-in-Law], Tia Harribel(Bleach)[Aunt], Cia(Hyrule Warriors)[Aunt].

Sexual Partners: Fuu, Servants, Maids, Etc.

Enemies: Same as Mother's.

Bust Size: FF.

Dick Size: 8 inches(Flaccid) 12(Erect).

Status: Sex Addict.

Fetishes/Turn-ons: Rough Sex, Angry/Hate Sex, Bath Sex, Dirty Talking, Weak Bed(she
LOVES making it shake), Large Breasts and Asses, Screaming, Face-Fucking/Gagging,
Spanking, Incest, Feature Play(an example being her Cat Ear's and Tail), Sloppy Kissing &
Blowjobs.

 

Fuu(Naruto)

Role: Princess, Elemental Nation Spy & Nanabi Jinchuriki.

Race: Half Dark Elf & Half Succubus. 

Age: 18

Mothers: Olga Discordia(Kuroinu) & Morrigan Aensland(Darkstalkers).

Sisters: Annabelle(OC)[Younger], Emerald Sustrai(RWBY)[Youngest] & Homura(Senran
Kagura)[Unofficially Adopted].



Other Family: Felicia(Darkstalkers)[Step-Mother],Asuka(Senran Kagura)[Sister-in-Law], Tia
Harribel(Bleach)[Aunt], Cia(Hyrule Warriors)[Aunt].

Sexual Partners: Annabelle & Servants.

Enemies: Same as Mother's.

Bust Size: DDDD, EE(When in Heat).

Dick Size: 7 inches(Flaccid), 10 inches(Erect) & 12 inches(When in Heat).

Status: Sexual Slaver(Has sex casually but mostly has it to do her job and break Slaves). 

Fetishes/Turn-ons: Submissiveness, Humiliation, Sexual Conquest, Biting, Insults,
Blackmail, Restraints, Crying, Begging, Anal Sex, Hair-Pulling, Spanking, Groping,
Breaking.

 

Emerald Sustrai(RWBY)

Role: Princess & Remnant Spy.

Race: Half Dark Elf & Half Succubus.

Age: 15

Mothers: Olga Discordia(Kuroinu) & Morrigan Aensland(Darkstalkers). 

Sisters: Annabelle(OC)[Elder], Fuu(Naruto)[Eldest] & Homura(Senran Kagura)[Unofficially
Adopted].

Other Family: Felicia(Darkstalkers)[Step-Mother], Asuka(Senran Kagura)[Sister-in-Law],Tia
Harribel(Bleach)[Aunt], Cia(Hyrule Warriors)[Aunt].

Sexual Partners: None.

Enemies: Same as Mother's.

Bust Size: CCC, DD(When in Heat)

Dick Size: 5 inches(Flaccid), 8 inches(Erect) & 10 inches(When in Heat).

Status: Virgin....for now.

Fetishes/Turn-ons: Begging, Grinding, Stockings.

 

Homura(Senran Kagura)



Role: Head of Espionage & Assassination.

Race: Human.

Age: 17

Wife: Asuka(Senran Kagura).

Adopted Family: Olga Discordia(Kuroinu)[Mother], Fuu(Naruto)[Eldest Sister],
Annabelle(OC)[Elder Sister], Emerald Sustrai(RWBY)[Younger Sister].

Sexual Partners: Asuka & Several of her Underlings

Enemies: Same as Mother's.

Bust Size: E, F(When in Crimson Mode).

Dick Size:7 inches(Flaccid), 10 inches(Erect) & 13 inches(When in Crimson Mode).

Status: Seducer.

Fetishes/Turn-ons: Reenacting her and Asuka's Wedding Night, Wedding Dress, Stripping,
Titjobs, Begging, Dirty Talk, Massages, Groping, Tit Sucking, Embarrassed/Blushing
Partner, Hot Spring Sex.  

Kingdom Residents

Morrigan Aensland(Darkstalkers)

Role: Queen of Makai.

Race: Succubus.

Age: 328

Wives: Olga Discordia(Kuroinu) & Felicia(Darkstalkers).

Daughters: Fuu(Naruto)[Eldest] & Emerald Sustrai(RWBY)[Youngest].

Other Family:Tia Harribel(Bleach) & Cia(Hyrule Warriors)[Sisters-in-Law], Annabelle(OC)
[Step-Daughter].

Enemies: Demitri Maximoff, Jedah Dohma, Pyron, B.B.Hood, Lord Raptor(Darkstalkers) &
same as Olga's.

Bust Size: E, G(When in Heat).

Status: Sexual Master(She's a Succubus of 328 which I think is young for them....but my
point is that your not going to find anyone better at sex than Morrigan Aensland).



Fetishes/Turn-ons: Almost if not anything and everything(Shes a full blooded Succubus what
were you expecting me to put here)

Felicia(Darkstalkers)

Role: High Priestess of Northern Eostia and Makai. 

Race: Catwoman.

Age:39

Wives: Olga Discordia(Kuroinu) & Morrigan Aensland(Darkstalkers). 

Daughters: Annabelle(OC).

Other Family: Tia Harribel(Bleach) & Cia(Hyrule Warriors)[Sisters-in-Law], Fuu(Naruto) &
Emerald Sustrai(RWBY)[Step-Daughters].

Enemies: Demitri Maximoff, Jedah Dohma, Pyron, B.B.Hood, Lord Raptor(Darkstalkers) &
same as Olga's.

Bust Size: E.

Status: Sexually Repressed(Felicia is a former Nun and is now basically in-charge of atleast 1
Religion each in 2 realms. The boon she provides to the Kingdoms morale and people are
frankly the only things keeping her out of Olga's bed more often then they'd prefer)

Fetishes/Turn-ons: Feature Play, Bath/Shower Sex, Biting, Cosplay, Praise, Spanking,
Blowjob, Groping.

 

Asuka(Senran Kagura)

Role: Second in Command of Espionage & Assassination.

Race: Human.

Age:16

Wife: Homura(Senran Kagura).

Sexual Partners: Some of her Squadmates(but rarely without Homura)

Enemies: Anyone her Queen says it is.

Bust Size: F

Status: Withdrawn(Shy about sex)



Fetishes/Turn-ons: Reenacting her and Homura's Wedding Night, Wearing her Wedding
Dress, Dirty Talk, Praise, Massages, Groping, Tit Sucking, Hot Spring Sex.

Chapter End Notes

Sorry for the short list but I can assure you this is only a very small number of the sexy
ladies who are going to get naked for us~ I'm sure you all have your own hopes on who
will be in here and I fully encourage you dears to share your thoughts on the matter. So
just leave who you want in a review(I also encourage it done in a similar style to how I
listed them) and feel free to tell me if you want me to do something specific with them
or anyone/thing else. The story starts next time everyone~



Waking Up and Morning Routines

Chapter Summary

Needed to fix the update....date.

Chapter Notes

NazoAO3: (Walks into office) Lusty? (Sees Lusty sobbing in corner) Ah son of a,
Lusty! Don't do this. Your not the one to wallow like this and forget the work....your not
me. I'm the one with the crappy update speed. (Sighs and kneels next to Lusty) Come
on. Tell me what's wrong. I'm a great person to vent to. Can't promise I'll have anything
helpful to say afterwards, but sometimes someone listening is enough.

Lust Writer: I-I'm just so n-nervous a-a-and scared! Just because I agreed to and WANT
to write the Lemons doesn't mean I have all that much experience doing it! Let alone
posting it for others to see. What if people hate my work?

NazoAO3: Lusty. Why did you agree to work with me?

Lust Writer: W-What? You offered me the job so I took it.

NazoAO3: Be that as it may, I think you agreed because you wanted to branch out but
was to afraid. Don't get me wrong I have no problem being the one to help you do that.
But the thing is....your not branching out in your own way. Your trying to take after me
to much and my teachings to literally. Incase you haven't noticed consistent updating
isn't a noticeable skill of mine.

Lust Writer: But I'm still new to this and have to meet-

NazoAO3: Exceptions? No you don't. Like you said your still new. Do you know how it
is for me to make my chapters as long as I do. You can't just expect to get things right
off the bat. You have alot more personal stuff going on then I do. I get side tracked
easily, I'm lazy and lastly I make the ever constant mistake of trying to balancing
everything! You can't be me Lusty so don't try to be. Take it easy, shorten your chapters
until your ready to write more. Now come on let's get you back into things shall we?

Lust Writer: You know, for someone who is all that confident themselves you sure can
be inspiring.

NazoAO3: I'm often told I'm a great person to vent to. The only thing is that I can never
promise I'll have anything helpful to say afterwards. But it's like my Mom says,
sometimes all you need is someone who will actually listen. Now I believe one of those
writers you like....BurstEdge I think it was gave you a Kudos. Also....



Lust Writer: BurstEdge really!? Wait, what is it?

NazoAO3: Your one story has enough Kudos and Bookmarks to rival any of my 5. Also
your Hit count utterly dwarfs mine.

Lust Writer: Are you okay?

NazoAO3: (Leaves room) I'm not jealous!

Lust Writer: Well I suppose that's my cue.

Hello again all! Now before we start and incase you skipped the little chat above this,
NazoAO3/Dracul666 thinks I should make sure somethings are clear first. Such as just
because I'm doing the Lemons doesn't mean I have years of experience and maybe I'm
trying to tackle to much to soon.

(From the next room over)"I just want to make sure they don't make any requests that
make you uncomfortable! Also this is an account of Story-Telling. Plot is needed to
write here"

Thank you Deary. Your concern is sweet. Anyway what I'm going to do is give you a list
of things I DON'T put in my Lemons and Stories. I WILL NOT write Sex with
characters under 15(we agree that's the minimum age we will work with), Vore,
Gorn(Smut will happen after violence or a kill but mostly likely because the reason for
said beatdown/murder was an obstacle for sex), Scat and all that other gross stuff, Futa
on Male, Male on Futa, Gender Transformation(Gender Bender is fine with some
characters if they start out that way but not in the middle of a story. They have to be
born that gender in the story), Pregnant Sex, Bestiality(Monster Girls, Faunus from
RWBY and creatures such as Khajiit from the Elder Scrolls are fine though. But not full
on animals).

See the end of the chapter for more notes

Castle Eostia: Southern Tower

Groaning as sunlight filtered into the room a 5'10" figure lazily kicked the covers off
themselves revealing a very sexy and very naked young woman with cat slitted amber eyes.
She was a classic Dark Skinned Beauty with arousing FF Cup breasts and a plump grabbable
ass, she also had long black hair with sky blue streaks hanging just above said ass. For those
who didn't know her however her most striking features would be the snow white fur that
covered her arms like opera gloves and her long sexy legs like knee-high socks. Her hands
and feet were also basically human car paws with pink pads and claws. Finishing the features
were her cat ears, tail and her huge 12 inch erect cock. This sexy young thing was Annabelle
Discordia. Annabelle was second princess of Eostia, well Northern Eostia anyway.

"Hopefully not for to much longer though. Starting today we make our move to rule all of
Eostia and anything-else we can get our hands and cocks into. I swear as soon as we own



everything I'm getting my own castle down south or at least somewhere warm. All I want to
do is fuck on my balcony, in the courtyard and in public in front of our subjects. But it's so
damn cold up here I can't stay or get hard outside. Doesn't help that Mom keeps a huge-ass
snowstorm going around the kingdom to keep anyone who isn't one of us out and keeps us
hidden" she sighed and look down in disappointment. "Come on~ you actual prick. As much
as I want to and DAMN! do I want to, I can't spend all morning and possibly some of the
afternoon in bed. Em is coming of age today and I promised I wouldn't be a sex-freak
today~" Annabelle whined to herself knowing she couldn't masturbate. Masturbating stopped
working for her a long time ago. Now the only time jacking-off worked was during sex was
when she wanted to cover women in Cum.

Sighing again she opened her door and poked her head out. "HEY! I'm up and I gotta get rid
of my Morning Wood so I can help with Emerald's Party! I need atleast 2 maids to get their
sexy asses in here right now!" she yelled. She stepped back as she heard rapid footsteps.
Standing before her were Persia and Mamina, two of her favorite Maids[and both of them
from GATE]. Persia was a Cat Girl like Annabelle only she was a Pureblood. She had long
hair that she wore in a ponytail which like her tail and cat ears were purple hair with violet
tips. She also wears small glasses over her slitted aquamarine eyes. Mamina on the other
hand was a Bunny Girl with bright orange hair that ended above her tail, two long bunny ears
and red eyes. The maids were quite the pair. Both had great figures[only the best for this
kingdom] but Persia had the tits while Mamina had the ass. They were also two of the rare
examples of a couple in the castle. After all, why find someone to please you when you have
a family of horny royals where even the youngest on her best day is a 10 inches?

"How did I know it would be you 2? Persia get on the bed. Mamina draw me a bath, I'm
gonna fuck you in it after I'm done with your girlfriend" the princess bluntly ordered. Persia
followed her to and jumped on the bed while she eagerly stripped off her uniform, all the
while Mamina walked past them to the bathroom only stopping when Annabelle gave her a
hard spank and gripped her ass. "Make sure you get yourself nice and wet. Your gonna need
it. I don't want to lose it at Em's party so I'll be working you 2 over real well" the cat purred
to the bunny, and with another swift smack the maid was on her way.

"We really are your favorites aren't we?" Persia asked wrapping her arms around her lover.

"When it comes to maids damn right you are. As soon I get my own Castle you and your girl
are gonna be my first choices on who to take with me. Not to mention I'll be knocking you
both up once Mom takes this damn Sterility Curse off me" she answered wrapping her tail
with Persia's.

"Well in the Queen's defense, you went into Heat at 13 instead of 15 and had a number
pregnancy scares with the servants before you were even 16. Who knows what might've
happened if she hadn't. But if that's what you want, Mamina and I would be honored to bear
your children. Now are you going to fuck my tits while I suck your cock, or is your foreplay
for fucking Mamina just me stroking you?" the maid purred. Next thing she knew[and
expected] she was on the bed, on her back with Annabelle sitting on her. "MMMM~! About
time. We don't usually have to tease this much if at all" she teased.



"You want to taste my cock? We both know asking is pointless. Now get ready to gag on it
and choke on my cum you teasing bitch" Annabelle whispered into Persia's ear.

Lusty:(Nervously paused at computer) Oh man here we go. God I'm so nervous!

NazoAO3:(Lounging on couch working on own poorly updated work....What? I'm bad at
this, it's been established!) Gee I wouldn't have guessed.

Lusty: Your not helping!

NazoAO3: You can just cut the scene off here you know? I've read Fics that've done that
before, hell I've read ones that cut the scene before the sex is even over.

Lusty: I thought you don't like stories like that?

NazoAO3: I don't like ones where sex is the focus. I don't like to skip scenes in stories I
enjoy. Even if I don't like what's going on, makes me feel like I might miss something.

Lusty: But wouldn't that defeat the point of me writing a Lemon Fic?

NazoAO3: Not if your to nervous to publish your first public Lemon. Besides, isn't the
purpose of this chapter to introduce the characters rather then just flaunt their sex lives?

Lusty: I guess so?

NazoAO3: Look I'm just giving a suggestion. When it comes down to it, just do what makes
you feel most comfortable. Okay?

Lusty: Okay. Thank you.

NazoAO3: No problem. Honestly I'm just here right now to help and watch your progress.
Also based on how you described Annabelle to me I think your doing a good job so far in my
opinion.

Lusty: Thanks sweetie.

NazoAO3: Like I said no problem. Now let's move on. I think you have 3 more sisters and
some Moms to introduce. 

Castle Eostia: Dungeons/Prison(The Royal Prison is underground and connected to the
Castle via the Dungeons)

"Annabelle better keep good on her promise to Emerald or so help me I will give her the
worst case of Blueballs she's ever had" threatened Fū, eldest daughter of the royal family. She
was also to her embarrassment the second shortest member of her family at 5'2". Her sister-
in-law Asuka was the only one she beat and even then by just an inch. Fū had the dark
skinned and lustful figure expected of a Discordia. DDDD breasts Fū wore an orange clip in
her short, layered hair naturally colored green like her mother Morrigan's but unlike either of



her mothers she had black ringed orange eyes with no pupils. Her outfit consisted of a short
sleeveless white midriff shirt with fishnet armor underneath, long white armlets, and fishnet
shorts with a short white apron skirt over it that hid her soft 7 inch cock. 

Giggling behind her was her self-proclaimed assistant and Warden of the royal prison,
Esdeath. was a tall, beautiful, and slender woman with long, light blue hair, blue eyes and
porcelain white skin. She wore a General's apparel complete with a sword. It had long sleeves
with buttons on the upper arms, a blue scarf on her neck, and high-heeled boots. She also has
a tattoo on her huge chest right above her cleavage. "And how do you plan on doing that
Mistress?" she asked hugging her from behind, resting her breasts on top of Fū's head.

 Fū rolled her eyes. "You already know how I'm going to do it" she sighed.

"I know, but we all promised not to make a scene at Lady Emerald's party. So I need
something to get me through you not using me in public, you know how much I love that" the
Sadomasochist explained running her hands allover her mistress's body. "Please~?" she
begged.

"*Sigh* I'll throw her in a Pillory Stock, you know how I love those. Shove a cockring on her
and then fuck her until I can't anymore. If there's one thing Annabelle hates it's Blue Balls. It
may seem excessive but this an important day for Emerald, and I won't stand for that pervert's
insatiable lust ruining this for her. Even Mother admits that Annabelle is a younger, hornier
and more rebellious version of her. I honestly expect to get into disputes over our subjects
once we get our territories" she complained rubbing her temples.

"Ara Ara. My poor Mistress, maybe I can be of some help?" she suggested as they entered
their shared office. While Fū went to her desk while Esdeath laid down on the one of the
leather couches they had. She then took lounging pose and threw her hat to Fū. Fū looked up
and sighed as she knew what her assistant wanted.

"Fine. But only a quickie, and we're keeping our clothes on we have things to do" she said
turning Esdeath on her back while getting on top of her and lifting both their skirts.

Castle Eostia: Throne Room

"Mmplf, glllrg, mppph~" A slim and busty Dark Elf moaned as she knelt before her Queen,
cock in her mouth. Chloe had blonde hair with a side ponytail that went down to her feet and
she possessed bold crimson eyes. She wore a dark cape atop a blue uniform leaving little of
her torso covered and wore a small black thong with thigh-high stockings and boots of the
same length. Her bosom was covered by a unique crop-top of sorts that covered a small
portion of her breasts and extended to her hips. "Mmph! Orrigwaa-Shhamma~" Chloe
moaned again before she removed her mouth. PHWAHA~! Olga-Sama, am I doing good?"
she asked eagerly jacking her off with both hands as she drooled on Mistress's dick.

The Queen smiled and laughed at the question. "You always please me Chloe. You are one of
my oldest Lovers after all" Olga replied. Eostia's Queen was exotically attractive with her
long black hair and honey-colored eyes. Her HH bust was visible and emphasized by the dark
purple crop top she wore with the tops of her breasts exposed. She wore a white cap-like-



crown on her head with three hoop earrings on both ears. She also had purple thigh-high
boots and wrist armor of the same color with a small black thong and long black cape.
Despite her slim and youthful appearance, she, like many of her kind and her Lovers, was
centuries old. "Now be a dear and get back to work would you?" she said pushing her
assistant back down.

"As nice as it always is to see you in a good mood, maybe you'd like hurry love. It's our Little
Gem's big day after all" a sultry voice whispered with a Scottish accent into Olga's ear.
Morrigan Aensland is a beautiful G-Cup busty succubus with straight flowing turquoise hair,
blue eyes and purple bat-like wings. She wears a black leotard, pink gloves that stretch to her
forearms but doesn't cover her fingers, pink bat patterned tights that hugged and clung her
long, sexy legs and fat but firm ass so much that they looked painted on. And lastly black
shin-high boots. Needless to say Morrigan Aensland was passion, seduction and just outright
lust incarnate.

Olga turned to her wife and gave her a deep kiss. "Yes I suppose your right. As special as a
day this is there will be much to discuss afterwards. Do you think Emerald will take her first
woman tonight?" the Queen asked. Her youngest was always so shy, but growing up in a
kingdom where sex was casual and how her family did most things should fix that. No doubt
her lust had been growing for years and no doubt Annabelle was the one to thank for that.
The royal middle child had no concept of subtly or modesty when it came to sex. The Neko
Elf has no issues using others to pleasure herself at times that even Olga would deem
inappropriate. And this was a woman who's had her own subjects suck her off in public while
addresses them! Ever since Emerald first started staring at her sister while she got herself off
Annabelle took it upon herself to prepare her beloved little sister and teach her how to fuck!   

"Tonight? I couldn't say. But highly doubt it will be long. However, what my Little Gem's
turn-on's are what I can't wait to find out.. Annabelle may have been tutoring her HOW to
have sex. But I'll be glad to teach her the FINER points of love-making....but on another note.
Felicia will be there. It's been awhile since you've had both of us in bed~" Morrigan
answered.

"Fair enough. But your right, I haven't had Felicia in so long. A temptress you my be but I
hope you aren't expecting equal attention tonight. I miss her claws raking down my back as
she BEGS me to plow her through our bed, or any surface I take her on frankly" the Queen
agreed and teased. And as she finished her statement Olga planted her left hand on Chloe's
head while her right gripped the Dark Elf's side pony. Her wife wanted her to finish early and
how better to do that than a deep Throat-fucking.

"Mph! Hrrrk! Glllch! Gluck glmph guck guck!! Gllurh-gluurgh, glurk! Gluurch, glaggag,
glacck!" Chloe gagged obscenely while the dark pillar did the much loved job of using her
throat as a milking tool. "Gllchhh! Blllagrhl!~~~" she choked out, her eyes rolling back and
consciousness fading as her looping orgasms ended with the flood of cum that she was more
then happy to have forced into her. The two Queens watched with amusement while she went
limp and her head slid off Olga's cock. Any in or to enter the throne room would be treated to
the familiar sight of Chloe passed out at the foot of the throne with an open-eyed Ahegao
expression while her body spasmed and twitched. 



 Castle Eostia: Western Tower

"Aaahh~ Aah, ah, AHHH!~~" Emerald cried with her back arched as ropes of cum shot into
the air from her 8 inch cock and landed on her. "Hah, hah, hah" she panted bucking her hips,
rubbing out a few more spurts. God, she needed this. Today was the big day where everything
would start to change. She's known about this ever since she was first caught jacking-off. It
was no secret how much her Mother valued and desired to expand her empire. But when you
have numerous enemies that know full well what you want to do to them, it's easy to say a
Mother would be more concerned with the safety of her children. But now was the time. She
knew alot would be expected of her but she just hoped it wouldn't be today. She was always
atleast a little different from the rest of her family. Emerald couldn't be cold and calculating
like her mother Olga, Fū, her adopted sister Homura or her aunt Tia. She wasn't fascinated or
obsessed with sex like her mother Morrigan, Annabelle or her aunt Cia. If anything she was
more like her step-mother Felicia and sister-in-law Asuka. Granted she only just became old
enough for sex today, but Annabelle regardless of her early Heat and even Fū had interest in
sex at a young age. That isn't to say sex revolted her or anything thing, she was half succubus
after all sex just made her nervous.

Emerald's lust had be steadily grow ever since Annabelle started tutoring her. Her sister's love
of talking dirty and her choice of very descriptive words during the lessons led to many
fainting spells from the heat of her blushing and all her blood rushing to her 2 heads. Fū
treated her with love like a sister should but with her serious and cold personality it could be
hard to tell sometimes Her mothers Olga and Morrigan were what had her worried. Morrigan
had been teaching her more about being a succubus now that she was coming of age, Olga on
the other hand simply told her that when the expansion begins she would play an important
and be worker with an old lover of hers. The reason Emerald was worried was because she
was scared she would disappoint them, especially Olga. All her mothers lovers were within
the kingdom if not the castle, her aunts excluded. The fact she didn't know this woman and
that she was working outside the kingdom meant she must be very important....and Emerald
would be working with or for her.

"Lady Emerald, are you done relieving yourself? We have to make sure your ready for your
party" a sultry voice addressed her. At 5'4" she was on the shorter side, had long red hair and
aqua eyes She was dressed like all the other maids only without the headband but that's not
what stood out about her. What stood out was that her uniform's neckline was so low that her
shoulders weren't even covered! Her G-Cup tits tightening her top making it hug them. It was
the only thing keeping her chest decent. 

"Valeria!(Soul Caliber 3) What the hell! Knocking is a thing you know!" Emerald yelled as
she scrambled to cover herself with her blankets. Her face burned as the chesty maid laughed
at the embarrassed princess. "Ya know, your lucky I'm not my sisters otherwise you'd be
waking up sore and covered in cum" she said with a pout.

"Ooo~ Feisty aren't we M'lady, it really is your day isn't it" Valeria teased. "Now go take a
bath, I'll lay an outfit on the bed for when your done".

"Okay....just not something to revealing okay?" she ask and unknown to her Valeria
smirked.       



Chapter End Notes

NazoAO3: You know for someone who was so nervous you sure got alot done.

Lust Writer: Well I did have you help me with the Lore and World-building. Thanks
again for looking this over, I know Futa isn't your thing

NazoAO3: It's fine, I like to think I'm a open-minded person. But that doesn't mean I
don't get uncomfortable so just think before you ask me to look certain things.

Lust Writer: Don't worry! I know you have your own things to work on.

NazoAO3: Thanks Lusty. Okay, you said you wanted to run some Fic idea's by me?

Lust Writer: Yes. I know you aren't really one for lemon stories, but I figure I can get
your opinion anyway.

NazoAO3: Fair enough, lay'em on me.

Lust Writer: Yay! Here's what I have in mind.

1: Highschool of the dead with Annabelle as Shizuka and Rika's daughter with
Annabelle and Rika being Futas.
2: RWBY with Neo as Salem's Daughter and as you should expect with me their Futas.
3: Annabelle goes around the Multiverse committing a whole lot of Netorare.
4: I was thinking of a Fairy Tail collab between us starring our OC's and that 'certain'
magic we both agree is missing from their world.
5: I'm also thinking of a Skyrim collab.
6: A mindbreak RWBY Fic where Neo stalks and rapes Yang on several occasions until
she becomes her slave.
7: RWBY AU where a depressed Taiyang kills himself over Raven leaving and Summer
responds by hunting her down. Raping, breaking and impregnating her with Ruby.
8: Highschool DXD Annabelle is Sona's girlfriend and a Fallen Angel who
unintentionally starts a Harem.

NazoAO3: Ah. I see that like myself you enjoy crafting new ideas when your not
writing. Anyway, Futa isn't my thing but I'll give my thoughts in the order you told me
regardless.
1: As a what I call 'Fanservice Anime' Highschool of The Dead is a good pick if your
going with a Lemon Fic. I also know that you prefer when your characters have multiple
partners, so I hope you don't mind the limited pool.
2: I like this idea actually. I have also been thinking of a 'Child of Salem' story.
3: I've never been a fan of stories where a love is stolen. But I'd be lying if I said I never
approved of a couple or just didn't like a pairing, so I can certainly see the appeal.
4: I know the Magic your talking about. Also if our OC's aren't paired yet I think I might
have a few ideas on who goes with who.



5: I've been dying to do Skyrim story but could never come up with a proper idea so I'm
up for it.
6: All I can really say for this one is you do you. I will say that if your going to break a
character psychologically, it's good that your spreading out the 'incidents' I don't think
most characters would break from just one event.
7: I've never liked Raven. Total bitch, no right to be called a parent and I just think
walking out on your family but more importantly your child is one of the worst things
you can do that aren't actual crimes. I think the rape part is to much but I know you like
your smut dark and hardcore. I also think making her raise Yang and Ruby is a great
punishment. You know what they say 'Karma's a bitch'.
8: I like DXD but I don't have alot of experience. Needless to say however you have
more than enough woman for a harem. Just don't focus on issei to much....guys so
goddamn annoying.

Lust Writer: Thanks sweetie. Nice to always know I can count on you.



Can I Get Your Thoughts?

Chapter Summary

Since it took me so long to write the last chapter, I figured I'd give you of an idea of
what I have planned. But I also have ideas that are only possibilities and I'd like to know
if you want me give them a shot.

Chapter Notes

See the end of the chapter for notes

Confirmed Plans

1. Fū will infiltrate Konoha as the 7-Tails Jinchūriki[Naruto will be born in the Land of
Water] and amass connections until Tsunade becomes 5th Hokage where she will then
gain a more solid hold for her Mother.

2. Emerald will join Salem's faction and enroll in Beacon with Cinder, Neo and White
Fang member Trifa[Volume 5].

3. Annabelle will stay in Eostia as General and Field Leader of invasion forces in order
tor capture territory and prisoners.

4. Homura and Asuka will do....ninja things? Assassinations, info gathering/spying and
even kidnapping.

5. Olga and her sisters join together as they research and 'Browse' other dimensions to
expand their Empire throughout the Multiverse. 

6. While out in the field Annabelle is gonna get....rapey when it comes to the enemy.
7. Red Saber[Nero] will be Artoria's sister.
8. Cia will have a secret Daughter.

Ideas I'm Undecided On 

Adding Fire Emblem Awakening/Fates[I don't have a Switch so no 3 Houses]
The Empire invading what is basically our dimension and kidnapping Real-Life
Pornstars for Sex Slaves[if I go with this one feel free to suggest Pornstars]   
The Empire dragging and mixing other dimensions into theirs rather then just staying
connected to them.
Nero will betray Artoria and side with the Empire. 
Cia's Daughter getting her own story[I'm gonna wait until she's revealed to decide on
that so you have time to give input]
Writing OC children for when the women get pregnant.

Chapter End Notes



That's all for now. I don't want to give to much away, and I have more ideas but....I
kinda forgot to write them down on paper so I'm not sure if I'll remember them. But
what's important is that I want to know what you all think! Your input and maybe even
suggestions would help alot! See you all next chapter Dearies.



Please drop by the Archive and comment to let the creator know if you enjoyed their work!

http://archiveofourown.org/works/13625523/comments/new
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